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LIFE & STRIVE is a two hour performance that took place in Istanbul over a period of six days.
Over the past few years, luxurious high-rise settlements (known as »gated communities«) have appeared in the city center of Istanbul. A gated community is a physically privatized and self-contained
area with a carefully constructed identity.
Mirko Winkel and Anat Eisenberg meet with an audience of 15 people in the lounge of a hotel in Istanbul. The audience is introduced to participate in a game where they are to visit the most prestigious
residential real estate project, called the »Sapphire of Istanbul«.
Sapphire residency has 64 floors, which consists of an indoor golf course, swimming pools, an inner
garden units concept and a large shopping mall.
The only way for the audience to enter the building is by disguising them as prospective buyers for one
of the apartments. The audience is asked to pretend that they are able to afford and buy an apartment
for several million dollars. The salesperson has no idea as to their real identity.
A taxi brings the audience to Sapphire, where they meet a sales agent. He shows them a model and
asks for their investment interests. He presents the facilities and guides them through some example
flats. They go up to the 55th floor to have a view from the roof of the »highest residential tower in Europe«. Eventually, they negotiate with the sales-person discussing prices and looking at blue-prints of
their favorite apartments.
LIFE & STRIVE stretches the social capacities to create »the other«, and the impossibilities in pursuing the other. The work
creates a performative situation, which utilizes the possibilities of learning from wealth. This is based on an interest in the
phenomena of »striving« and how different individuals strive for or towards something in their specific contexts. How do we
fulfill our desires, replace them constantly and eventually not achieve them? How do we perform the striving?
Anat Eisenberg and Mirko Winkel propagate the concept of »stage«, extending its spaces and self-promoted narrations.
They are interested in »choreographed situations«, that in the encounter can portray human relations in its wider contexts.
They question consensus and dependency, issues of misinformation, pretense, and the ways in which cultural excesses are
generated and dealt with.

We are shown to a sample apartment.
Every feature is well-tempered, sleek. Books about terminal architecture accent mahogany coffee tables.
The interiors mirror the expert professionalism of their future inhabitants. All details gleam with contemporary intelligence. We board a service elevator to the observation deck.
Far below us, Istanbul spreads out across the Bosphorus, a silver horseshoe of water dividing two continents. We are in the clouds of a great city, looking down on a planet united by the great capitalist peace.
We slip off the plastic covers and return to the salesroom. The salesman starts listing the available units.
Half the side facing the Bosphorus is already gone. The other side is cheaper, but lacks visual drama. A
blueprint of the building spreads across the table like a prop. We find it hard to believe that this guy is
buying our story. But its hollowness is what makes it airtight. Like democracy. We play out the formalities,
exchange smiles and cards. Welcome to another theatre, conceived for our anxiety and pleasure, directed
by desire, and narrated with a retroactive script.
Later, we‘ll dispense with standard alibis and lies. We are in the surface business. They don‘t feel it.
Hence our privilege. Are we the doctors or the patients? Is this a symptom or a cure? We act out someone different every day... Ten million sleights-of-hand, in meetings, situations, parties, bedrooms....Your skin
is sculpted, stretched and twisted to produce... a theatre.
The complex advances with every advance. The theater comes to replicate the business climate, to accept the principles that underpin the packaging of work, and to meet prevailing powers on their own
terms. It expands into your home, and then your brain, until finally you are buying tickets to observe your
own psychosis.
Theatre generates ironies, or gaps, moments of pause. The pleasure is incidental. The real is where illusions meet their match. By revealing the fragility of human projects and the fragility of human lives. The
theatre is exhibitionist. We take turns as performers, and audience. The theatre is everywhere. The theatre
is nowhere. Architecture bleeds into performance. Horror is an architectural category. The architect‘s dog
is found dead in the swimming pool. Passion exhaust itself, and scenes play themselves out. A sequence
writes itself in neon lights, drifts through dark streets, and dives from a tall building.
Everything is crisis/opportunity. Everything is surplus/lack. A composite city made of races still unborn.
A global theatre, and an audience of unseen eyes.
Member of the Audience

»Your residence will have an integrated private garden with fresh air. It will also have a double facade system, with
two layers of glass. Inside the apartment is an indoor garden with an artificial climate. The air is fresh so you feel that
you are stepping outside. The inside temperature will be regulated by our smart computer system and stays all-yearround on a certain degree because of the automatic transparent curtains that change according to the direction of
the sun. They protect you also from external urban noise. This is the first ecological building in Turkey, with garden
units and energy saving concept.
If you are an owner of an apartment with a garden, you are responsible for ensuring that the garden is well kept. This
is particularly important because your neighbors will see your garden. If you do not take care of your garden, we will
do this for you, but we will charge you for it because your neighbor needs to see this beauty as well. You don’t only
live by yourself, it is like a community here. “show respect and they will show respect to your beauty as well.«
Sales-Agent

big image

Where we are standing now is 6,000 square meter of social activity area, as we call it. It is only accessible to apartment
owners. There is no outside entrance to our project. It contains the lobby lounge area with our sociability sitting units, the bar
unit, library unit, multimedia room with a plasma screen, three meeting rooms. So if you suddenly need to talk business, you
don’t have to go upstairs to your apartment. Just walk in and use this area as your own.
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